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About This Game

Tournament of the Mages. A legendary event that can not be predicted, only nature is able to decide when it will begin.
Tournament, which will clash in a fierce battle, thousands of magicians, each of whom is ready to sacrifice their lives

for the sake of victory. But our Hero is not like that, he is an ordinary guy from the village who always dreamed of getting into
the tournament of magicians, and nature

fulfilled her desire, organizing the tournament when he was 16 years old. This story is about how an ordinary guy, without
special skills

talents, became a Hero.

Is waiting for you:
-Different enemies to which different tactics are needed

-Solid and hardcore levels
-The Mad Arena

-Avery-deep story
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The only thing more broken than the creator's English is my mental state. I was overcharged. The other (positive) reviews are
written by the developers friends.
So I'm going to cut the crap and say it as it is.

This game, is a potato. I rate 1\/10 which is what I paid for it (10 cents).
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